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1. (20 points) **True or False.**

**Circle** the correct answer for each question.

(a) **True** or **False**: Assuming equivalent theoretical complexities, array-based implementations of data structures and algorithms often outperform linked structure-based implementations in practice because of the memory hierarchy in computer organization.

(b) **True** or **False**: The functions of the stack ADT all run in $O(1)$ time.

(c) **True** or **False**: The functions of an array-based implementation of the stack ADT can all be implemented to run in amortized $O(1)$ time.

(d) **True** or **False**: The functions of a doubly-linked-list-based implementation of the queue ADT can all be implemented to run in $O(n)$ time.

(e) **True** or **False**: The functions of an singly-linked-list-based implementation of the deque ADT can all be implemented to run in $O(1)$ time.

(f) **True** or **False**: The Positional List ADT provides access to elements using indices, a mechanism for describing the location of an element in a sequence.

(g) **True** or **False**: The tree shown above has size 9 and height 4, and has 1 root, 5 internal nodes, and 4 leaves (external nodes).

(h) **True** or **False**: A pre-order traversal of the tree shown above could visit the nodes in the order: I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, and Q.

(i) **True** or **False**: A pre-order traversal of the tree shown above could visit the nodes in the order: I, K, Q, O, J, M, N, L, and P.

(j) **True** or **False**: A post-order traversal of the tree shown above could visit the nodes in the order: P, Q, M, J, O, L, N, K and I.
2. (20 points) **Short Answer.**

Provide the best answer you can for all the questions below.

(a) One fundamental storage technique, a linked structure, encodes adjacency using pointers. If only next adjacency is stored, the structure is a(n) **Singly linked list**. A special case of this, **Circularly linked lists**, occurs when the first and last elements are marked adjacent.

(b) Express the function \( f(n) = 100,000 \log n + 0.000032 \cdot 2^n \) as concisely as possible in terms of Big-Oh (\( O() \)) notation \( O(2^n) \).

Express the function \( f(n) = 80 + \log^2 n + 23n\sqrt{n} + 45n \log n \) as concisely as possible in terms of Big-Oh (\( O() \)) notation \( O(n\sqrt{n}) \).

(c) If a Deque (double-ended queue) ADT is implemented using a doubly-linked list, then in the worst case an `removeLast()` operation takes time \( O(1) \). If the Deque is implemented using a singly-linked list, then in the best case an `removeLast()` operation takes time \( O(n) \) for a Deque of size \( n \).

(d) If a Positional List ADT is implemented using a expandable circular array, then an `addFirst(e)` operation takes in the best case \( O(1) \) time, in the average case \( O(n) \) time, and in the worst case \( O(n) \) time, assuming implementation uses an incremental-strategy for resizing an array.

(e) If the List ADT is implemented using a doubly linked-list, then in the worst case a `get(i)` operation takes time \( O(n) \) and in the average case an `add(i, e)` operation takes time \( O(n) \).
3. (10 points) **Tree Properties.**

(a) (4 points) Draw a general tree of size 5 with the minimum number of levels. Draw a general tree of size 4 with the maximum number of levels.

(b) (2 points) What is the minimum number of levels $l$ of a proper binary tree in terms of its size $n$ and $l$, i.e., write $l$ as a function of $n$? *Hint: It is an inequality.*

$$l \geq \log(n + 1)$$

(c) (2 points) What is the maximum number of levels $l$ of an improper binary tree in terms of its size $n$, i.e., write $l$ as a function of $n$? *Hint: It is an inequality.*

$$l \leq n$$

(d) (2 points) A complete binary tree has the maximum number of nodes in each level. What is the size $n$ of a complete binary tree with $l$ levels, i.e., write $n$ as a function of $l$?

$$n = 2^l - 1$$
4. (20 points) **Lists.** Show how to implement portions of the List ADT using a single Queue named \( Q \).

(a) (10 points) **Add.** Describe your algorithm for add in pseudocode. What is the time complexity of this operation if the queue is implemented with a non-circular expandable array using the incremental strategy of resizing? Please provide a short high-level intuition as justification.

**Algorithm** \( \text{ADD}(i, e) \)

**Input:** Index \( i \), element \( e \)

1: \textbf{for} \( j \leftarrow 1 \) \textbf{to} \( i \) \textbf{do}
2: \( \text{Q.\textsc{enqueue}}(\text{Q.\textsc{dequeue}}()) \)
3: \( \text{Q.\textsc{enqueue}}(e) \)
4: \textbf{for} \( j \leftarrow i + 1 \) \textbf{to} \( \text{Q.\textsc{size}}() - 1 \) \textbf{do}
5: \( \text{Q.\textsc{enqueue}}(\text{Q.\textsc{dequeue}}()) \)

\( O(n^2) \)

Either \textsc{enqueue}() or \textsc{dequeue}() will need to take \( O(n) \) time in a non-circular queue, thus \( n \) of these operations will take \( O(n^2) \) time.

(b) (10 points) **Remove.** Describe your algorithm for remove in pseudocode. What is the time complexity of this operation if the queue is implemented with a singly-linked list? Please provide a short high-level intuition as justification.

**Algorithm** \( \text{REMOVE}(i) \)

**Input:** Index \( i \)

1: \textbf{for} \( j \leftarrow 1 \) \textbf{to} \( i \) \textbf{do}
2: \( \text{Q.\textsc{enqueue}}(\text{Q.\textsc{dequeue}}()) \)
3: \( \text{Q.\textsc{dequeue}}(e) \)
4: \textbf{for} \( j \leftarrow i + 1 \) \textbf{to} \( \text{Q.\textsc{size}}() \) \textbf{do}
5: \( \text{Q.\textsc{enqueue}}(\text{Q.\textsc{dequeue}}()) \)

\( O(n) \),

All queue operations can be implemented in \( O(1) \) time, and \( O(n) \) operations occur.
5. (30 points) **Tree Traversal.**

Describe an efficient algorithm for determining the successor position following a given input position of a binary tree. A successor will be defined as the next node in an inorder traversal ordering. For example, in the tree below: the successor of $A$ is $C$, $D$ is $B$, and $E$ is $A$. If there is no successor, return null.

```
          A
         / \  
        B   C
       / \  /  
      D   E
```

(a) (10 points) **Pseudocode.** Write your algorithm. Name the algorithm `INORDERNEXT` and assume this will become a new function of the binary tree ADT, i.e., it has access to all other ADT functions without having a specific tree.

**Algorithm** `INORDERNEXT(p)`

**Input:** Position $p$

**Output:** Successor position

1. if `RIGHT(p) ≠ ∅` then
2.   Position $s ← RIGHT(p)$
3.   while `LEFT(s) ≠ ∅` do
4.     $s ← LEFT(s)$
5.   return $s$
6. else
7.   Position $n ← p$
8.   Position $m ← PARENT(n)$
9.   while $m ≠ ∅ ∧ n = RIGHT(m)$ do
10.    $n ← m$
11.   $m ← PARENT(n)$
12. return $m$

(b) (5 points) **Correctness.** Explain your pseudocode above and describe why it computes the successor correctly.

Essentially, the inorder successor is defined as the leftmost node of the right child or the first parent that has an unexplored right child. The algorithm is broken in these two cases, one that follows left children and the other that follows ancestors.
(c) (5 points) **Time Complexity: Best case.** Quantify the best case time complexity for your algorithm. Be sure to justify your complexity.

\( O(1) \). Let the tree be implemented with a linked structure. One best case is such that the right child of the node exists and has no children. In this case, only a constant number of operations are performed, thus the algorithm is best case \( O(1) \) time.

(d) (5 points) **Time Complexity: Worst case.** Quantify the worst case time complexity for your algorithm. Be sure to justify your complexity.

\( O(h) \), where \( h \) is the height of the tree. Let the tree be implemented with a linked structure. In the worst case, the full height of the tree must be traversed to find the next node, either leftmost or all ancestors.

(e) (5 points) **Time Complexity: Average case.** Quantify the average case time complexity for your algorithm. Be sure to justify your complexity.

\( O(1) \). Let the tree be implemented with a linked structure. If we sum up the length of each possible step of \( n \) iterations of inorder next, we will yield \( 2n \). This is because each edge of the tree is traversed twice, once down to the leftmost node, and once up the ancestors. Thus, on average each call to inorder next will take \( O(1) \) time.
6. (10 points) **Bonus.** Let $T$ be a binary tree with $n$ positions, and, for any position $p$ in $T$, let $d_p$ denote the depth of $p$ in $T$. The *distance* between two positions $p$ and $q$ in $T$ is $d_p + d_q - 2 \cdot d_a$, where $a$ is the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of $p$ and $q$. The *diameter* of $T$ is the maximum distance between two positions in $T$. Describe an efficient algorithm for finding the diameter of $T$. What is the running time of your algorithm? Justify your complexity.

**Algorithm** DIA(METER($T$))

**Input:** Binary tree $T$

**Output:** Diameter of the tree

1: return DIA(METER($T$, $T$.root))

**Algorithm** DIA(METER($T$, $n$))

**Input:** Binary tree $T$ and position $n$

**Output:** Diameter of the subtree rooted at $n$

1: if $T$.isExternal($n$) then
2:   $n$.height ← 0
3:   return 0
4: else
5:   Position $l$ ← $T$.left($n$)
6:   Position $r$ ← $T$.right($n$)
7:   $d_l$ ← DIA(METER($T$, $l$))
8:   $d_r$ ← DIA(METER($T$, $r$))
9:   $n$.height ← $1 + \text{MAX}(l$.height $+$ $r$.height$)$
10:  return MAX($d_l$, $d_r$, $l$.height $+$ $r$.height $+$ 1)

This algorithm runs in $O(n)$ time, as it is a post-order traversal that does $O(1)$ work for each visit.